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ABSTRACT
MPI+X is the de facto standard for programming applications on

HPC clusters. �e performance and scalability on such systems is

limited by the communication cost on di�erent number of processes

and compute nodes. �erefore, the current communication analysis

tools play a critical role in the design and development of HPC ap-

plications. However, these tools require the availability of the MPI

implementation, which might not exist in the early stage of the de-

velopment process due to the parallel programming e�ort and time.

�is paper presents CommAnalyzer, an automated tool for commu-

nication model generation from a sequential code. CommAnalyzer
uses novel compiler analysis techniques and graph algorithms to

capture the inherent communication characteristics of sequential

applications, and to estimate their communication cost on HPC

systems. �e experiments with real-world, regular and irregular

scienti�c applications demonstrate the utility of CommAnalyzer
in estimating the communication cost on HPC clusters with more

than 95% accuracy on average.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In order to scale to a large number of compute units, HPC cluster

architectures adopt the distributed memory model. �ese architec-

tures are more di�cult to program than shared-memory models

and require explicit decomposition and distribution of the program

data and computations, due to the lack of a single global address

space. �e MPI programming model is the de facto standard for pro-

gramming applications on HPC clusters [6, 14]. MPI uses explicit

messaging to exchange data across processes that reside in sepa-

rate address spaces, and it is o�en combined with shared-memory

programming models, such as OpenMP [35] and OpenACC [34], to

exploit the available compute resources seamlessly both within a

node and across nodes. On the other hand, the partitioned global

address space (PGAS) programming models (e.g., Chapel [13] and

UPC [10]) abstract explicit communication and data transfers using

distributed memory objects; however, the user still needs to manage

the data distribution and data locality across compute nodes.

�e application performance and scaling on HPC clusters are

limited by the communication cost on di�erent number of com-

pute nodes. In particular, the asymptotic scalability/e�ciency of

a program on distributed-memory architectures is determined by

the growth of the communication as a function of the problem size

and the number of processes/nodes [15, 17]. �erefore, researchers

have created scalability analysis tools [5, 9, 11, 16, 49, 50] and com-

munication pa�ern detection tools [4, 27, 38] to study the e�ect

of the data communication on the application performance and to

provide valuable insights on the optimization of the communica-

tion bo�lenecks. While these tools play a critical role in the design

and development of HPC applications, they require the availability

of the MPI parallel implementation of the original application to

construct the communication model. across nodes. Unfortunately,

such a communication model depends on the speci�c MPI imple-

mentation rather than the inherent communication characteristics

of the original application. Moreover, due to the parallel program-

ming e�ort and time, the MPI implementation is o�en not available

in the early stages of the development process. �us, there is a

compelling need to analyze the sequential applications and predict

the communication cost of their parallel execution on HPC clusters

for estimating the scalability and the performance beforehand.

To this end, this paper presents CommAnalyzer, an automated

tool for communication model generation from a sequential code, to

�gure out the scaling characteristics of running the code in parallel

on a distributed parallel system using the single program multi-

ple data (SPMD) execution model. �e key idea is to reformulate

the problem of estimating the communication of parallel program

between HPC nodes into that of analyzing the inherent commu-

nication properties of the sequential application. To character-

ize such inherent data communication properties, CommAnalyzer
uses novel compiler-based analyses that build value communica-
tion graph (VCG) from a sequential code taking into account the

data-�ow behaviors of its program values.

To assess the scalability of the parallel execution,CommAnalyzer
in turn leverages graph partitioning algorithms over the VCG to

automatically identify sender/receiver entities and to estimate their

communication cost on di�erent numbers of HPC cluster nodes.

Since parallel programs are typically optimized to minimize the

communication between compute nodes, their communication vol-

ume is likely to serve as a cut for partitioning the VCG. Similarly,

CommAnalyzer treats the group of VCG vertices that are tightly-

coupled as the communication entities, i.e., sender and receiver. Fi-

nally, CommAnalyzer generates the communication matrix across

multiple nodes and estimate the total communication cost. As a re-

sult, CommAnalyzer can help the users to project the performance

of the e�ective SPMD parallel implementation of their sequential

applications in the early stages of the development process, regard-

less of the target programming model (e.g., MPI or PGAS).

�e following are the contributions of this work:

• A novel and automated approach for projecting the communi-

cation cost of sequential applications on HPC clusters based on

value-�ow analysis, value liveness analysis, dynamic program

slicing, and graph algorithms. �is approach quanti�es the in-

herent communication of sequential applications regardless of
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for (i = 0; i < n; i++){

for (j = 0; j < n; j++){

for (k = 0; k < n; k++){

C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];

}

}

}

(a)  Sequential C code (b) Data dependence edges (c) Block-cyclic decomposition 
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Figure 1: Simple communication cost estimation for matrix multiplication

the underlying data structures, and it is applicable for regular,

irregular, and unstructured problems (Section 4).

• Model validation using two canonical regular and irregular work-

loads: matrix multiplication and sparse matrix vector multiplica-

tion (Section 5).

• Case studies on three real-world, regular and irregular scienti�c

applications: MiniGhost [7], Heat2D [36] and LULESH[28]. �e

experiments demonstrate the utility of CommAnalyzer in iden-

tifying the communication cost on HPC clusters with more than

95% accuracy on average (Section 5).

2 BACKGROUND AND CHALLENGES
2.1 Distributed-Memory Execution Model
We assume that the applications running on the target HPC clusters

follow the single program multiple data (SPMD) execution model,

which is the dominant execution model on such architectures [6, 14].

Figure 2 shows the SPMD execution model, where the program

data is partitioned and mapped to the di�erent processes (compute

nodes) and all processes execute the same program and perform

computations on the data items that they own (i.e., owner-computes

rule). �e data items owned by each process are stored on its private

(local) address space, and when the local computations on a process

involve non-local data items, these items are accessed using inter-

process communication.

Process/node i

Private Address Space

Local Data

Process/node J

Private Address Space

Local Data
Inter-process comm

Figure 2: �e SPMD execution model

2.2 Simple Communication Cost Estimation
In the SPMD execution model, the inter-process communication

results from dependencies between local and non-local data items.

�erefore, a simple approach for estimating the communication

cost is to partition the program data and then identify the data

dependencies across the di�erent partitions.

Figure 1 shows a simple communication cost estimation for

matrix multiplication on distributed-memory architectures. �e se-

quential C code (a) is given to the compiler, and traditional data-�ow

analysis is used to identify the data dependence [32] (b) between

the data items. Next, a domain decomposition method such as

block-cyclic (c) is used to partition and distribute the input matri-

ces over the compute nodes. Finally, the communication cost is

estimated as the number of data dependence edges between the

data items that exist in di�erent compute nodes. �is approach

has been used by the auto-parallelizing compilers for distributed-

memory architectures [22, 48] in the early days of high performance

computing.

While this simple communication cost estimation is su�cient

for regular and structured problems such as matrix multiplication,

real-world scienti�c applications are challenging and require more

sophisticated approaches due to the complex and irregular compu-

tation and unstructured memory access pa�erns.

2.3 Challenges
2.3.1 Indirect Memory Access. Irregular and unstructured prob-

lems arise in many important scienti�c applications such as hy-

drodynamics and molecular dynamics [21, 25]. �ese problems are

characterized by an indirect memory access pa�ern via index data

structures, which cannot be determined at compile time. Figure

3 shows an example of such an indirect memory access where a

traditional data-�ow analysis fails to precisely capture the data

dependence between the x and y data arrays whose index is a value

determined at runtime, which makes it impossible to �gure out

which part of x (y) is de�ned (used) due to the lack of runtime

information.

for( i=0 ; i<numElem ; ++i ){

for( j=0 ; j<numNodes ; ++i ){

x[nodeA[i][j]] += y[nodeB[i][j]] * z[i]; 

}

} 

Figure 3: Indirect Memory Access

2.3.2 Workspace Data Structures. In unstructured problems, it

is common to gather several data values from the program-level

(domain-level) data structures into workspace (temporary) data

structures. �e actual computations are performed in the workspace,

and then the �nal results are sca�ered to the program-level data

structures. Usually, there are multiple levels of workspace data

structures, i.e., the intermediate results in a workspace are used to

compute the values of another workspace.
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Figure 4: Workspace data structures mask the true data de-
pendencies

Figure 4 shows an example of unstructured application that uses

such workspace data structures to perform its computations. In this

common design pa�ern, workspace data structures mask the true

data dependence edges between the data items of the program-level

data structures. Hence, the data-�ow analysis ends up generating

massive number of data dependence edges between the program-

level data items and the workspace data items, which results in

inaccurate estimation of the actual communication cost.

2.3.3 Singleton Data Items. Most scienti�c applications have

singleton data items, i.e., data items that are used in almost all the

computations (e.g., simulation parameters and coe�cients) and

data items that use the output of theses computations (e.g., simu-

lation error, simulation time step, etc.). Hence, there is a massive

number of data dependence edges (communication edges) between

these singleton data items and the rest of the program data in the

original sequential implementation. However, typical MPI imple-

mentations create local copies of the singleton data items in each

process and use collective communication messages (e.g., broadcast

and allreduce) to update their values at the beginning and the end

of the program and/or each time step, instead of accessing their

global copy via inter-process communication in every dependent

computation. �erefore, the detection of singleton pa�erns is very

important for an accurate estimation of the communication cost.

2.3.4 Redundant communication. Computing the communica-

tion cost as the number of data dependence edges between data

items that exist in di�erent processes is subjected to overestimation.

Figure 5 shows an example of the communication overestimation,

where two items in process 0 use a single data item in process 1

and its value did not change between the two uses. If there is su�-

cient memory space at process 0 to store the required data value, it

can be read only once from process 1. While the exact data-�ow

analysis can detect this case in regular applications and remove

the redundant communication, it is not possible to do the same for

irregular applications due to the indirect memory access.

Process 1Process 0

Figure 5: Redundant Communication

3 OVERVIEW OF COMMANALYZER
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Figure 6: CommAnalyzer Framework Overview

Figure 6 shows the proposed framework for the automated gener-

ation of communication model from sequential program. �e inputs

to CommAnalyzer are the sequential application code (in any of the

supported languages by the LLVM compiler [31]), representative

input data sets, and the number of compute nodes/processes (e.g.,

[2-64] nodes). �e novel dynamic analysis of CommAnalyzer quan-

ti�es the inherent communication characteristics of the sequential

code and generates the value communication graph. �is analysis

technique supports not only regular problems but also irregular and

unstructured problems, that are common in many scienti�c HPC

applications such as hydrodynamics [25]. Next, CommAnalyzer
uses graph algorithms to detect the collective broadcast and reduc-

tion pa�erns and to estimate point-to-point communication cost

on di�erent number of compute nodes.

CommAnalyzer helps the users and system designers to under-

stand the communication cost of their applications when ported to

HPC clusters before investing e�ort and time in developing the dis-

tributed parallel implementation of the original applications. When

the projected communication cost of the original sequential code

on distributed memory architectures is prohibitive, the users are

motivated to consider and develop other algorithms and to explore

the di�erent architectural design options for the HPC cluster sys-

tems. In addition, by estimating the communication cost from the

sequential code rather than the MPI parallel code, CommAnalyzer
enables existing communication and scalability analysis tools for

MPI applications to serve a wide range users of HPC systems and

extend their usability. Such an integrated platform allows the users

not only to validate the MPI implementation and optimize the data

decomposition and distribution strategy, but also to project the

performance of the MPI implementation at large scale before even

developing one.

4 COMMANALYZER APPROACH
It is a daunting challenge to analyze sequential codes and pre-

dict the communication cost of running them in parallel on HPC

clusters without the parallel codes. CommAnalyzer relies on the

following observation; HPC developers always optimize (minimize)

the communication cost of their MPI parallel program across com-

pute nodes. In particular, the communication cost of the resulting
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SPMD implementation cannot be smaller than the inherent data-

�ow (communication) cost of the original sequential program that

would otherwise break the program correctness. In other words,

analyzing the data communication in the sequential programs can

serve as a basis for estimating the communication cost of their

parallel implementations that are o�en highly optimized before

running on HPC clusters. However, this presents another chal-

lenge, i.e., how to �gure out the inherent data communication of

the sequential program regardless of its underlying data structures.

�e main idea to tackle this challenge is to view the original

sequential program as an entity that consumes input values, com-

putes intermediate values and produces output values, as well as to

analyze their behaviors. In a sense, these values are small pieces

of digital information. Similar to genes (which are small pieces of

DNA information), the program values are not constrained by the

underlying data structures. Rather, such values can interact, repli-

cate, and �ow from one data structure to another, as well as evolve

to new values. Actually, the program data structures are mere value

containers, i.e., placeholders of the program values. In this view,

a single value can exist in more than one memory location, and it

can even get killed in its original location (where it was generated)

while it remains alive in another location.

To this end, CommAnalyzer adopts a dynamic analysis tech-

nique, which is based on dynamic program slicing, to analyze the

generation of values, the �ow of values, the lifetime of values, and

the interactions across values, thereby building value communica-
tion graph (VCG).

Algorithm 1 CommAnalyzer Algorithm

Input: PROGRAM, N
Output: COMM COST

1: VAL FC← ValFcDetection(PROGRAM)

2: VAL LIVE← ValLiveAnalysis(PROGRAM)

3: VCG← CommGraphFormation(VAL FC, VAL LIVE)

4: VAL PMAP← ValDecomposition(VCG, N)

5: COMM COST← CommEstimation(VAL FC, VAL PMAP)

Algorithm 1 shows the top-levelCommAnalyzer approach which

takes the sequential program (along with representative input

data) and the number (or range) of compute nodes, and computes

the communication cost across these nodes when the program

is ported to distributed-memory architectures. In the �rst place,

CommAnalyzer characterizes the inherent communication of the

sequential program by detecting the dynamic �ow of the program

values which is encoded as value-�ow chains de�ned as follows:

De�nition 4.1 (Value-Flow Chain (VFC)). For a given program

value, v , its value-�ow chain consists of v itself and all the other

values on which v has data dependence, where the values are de-

�ned as a set of unique data observed in memory during program

execution.

CommAnalyzer also analyzes the live range [32] (interval) of the

program values. Together with VFCs, it is used to generate the value
communication graph (VCG) of the program. �en, CommAnalyzer
decomposes the VCG into multiple partitions to map the program

values that are tightly-connected, due to high �ow tra�c between

them, to the same compute node/process. Once the program values

are mapped to the di�erent compute nodes, CommAnalyzer uses

the owner-computes rule to estimate the communication cost by

analyzing the value-�ow chains across the compute nodes.

4.1 Communication Characterization
�is section �rst de�nes the terminologies used in analyzing the

input sequential program and then describes how the inherent

communication is understood. CommAnalyzer de�nes program
values as a set of unique values observed at runtime, and they are

classi�ed into three parts, i.e., input, output, intermediate values. �e

input values are the program arguments and any memory location

read for the �rst time at runtime, while the output values are the

returned data or those that are wri�en to the memory and last until

the program termination. During program execution, the values

existing in memory locations can be killed with their updates, i.e.,

losing the original value. �at way program values can end up

existing in registers and/or memory locations for a limited interval

and CommAnalyzer considers them as intermediate values. Note,

if a value remains in at least one memory location, it is still live

thus not a intermediate value.

Algorithm 2 Value-Flow Chain Detection Algorithm

Input: PROGRAM
Output: VAL FC

1: Values = {} . program values

2: MemVal = {} . shadow memory-to-value map

3: for each: dynamic store (write) operation w do
4: DS← DynamicSlicing(w, PROGRAM)

5: v, s← ValueFlowAnalysis(DS, MemVal)
6: if v < Values then . writing new value

7: Values = Values ∪ v
8: VAL FC = VAL FC ∪ (v , s)
9: end if

10: MemVal[address(w)] = v
11: end for

Algorithm 2 shows the high-level algorithm for calculating the

value-�ow chains (i.e., the inherent communication). Basically,

CommAnalyzer needs to identify the unique values observed at

runtime and then to investigate the �ow across the values by �g-

uring out the dependence in between. It is therefore important to

know what value is currently stored in a given memory address

during program execution. For this purpose, CommAnalyzer uses

a shadow memory (MemVal) to keep track of program values that

exist in the memory at the granularity of the memory word (e.g., 64

bits for double-precision �oating-point data). �us, each shadow

memory location tracks the latest value stored in the correspond-

ing location in the original memory space. Since CommAnalyzer
works on the static single assignment (SSA) form [32] of the se-

quential code (e.g., the LLVM IR), there is no need to track (name)

the intermediate values that exist in the registers.

For each store (write) instruction during program execution,

CommAnalyzer generates a dynamic program slice from the execu-

tion history using the Reduced Dynamic Dependence (RDD) graph
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…

%2= …

%3 = getelementptr inbounds double* %indata, i64 %2

%4 = load double* %3

…

%9 = …

%10 = getelementptr inbounds double* %indata, i64 %9

%11 = load double* %10

%12 = fadd double %4, %11

…

%15 = …

%16 = getelementptr inbounds double* %outdata, i64 %15

store double %12, double* %16

V0

V1

V2

#4

V0

(a)  Dynamic slice (IR code) (b)  Value shadow memory

#11

V1

#12

V2

(c) Value-flow analysis

V2

V0 V1

(d) Resulting value-flow chain

Figure 7: Value �ow-chain detection example

method [2]. �is slice is the set of dynamic IR (intermediate repre-

sentation) instructions involved in the computation of the value (v)

being stored in the memory. To determine those values on which

the value (v) depends, CommAnalyzer traces it back inspecting the

instructions and the registers along the data dependence edge of

dynamic slice
1
. such a dependence backtracking continues for each

data dependence edge until it encounters another value that has

been recognized using the shadow memory (MemVal); whenever a

new value is found, CommAnalyzer keeps it in the Values set (line

1 of Algorithm 2). Here, such a value turns out to be used in the

computation of the value (v) being stored; it is said the former �ows

to the la�er while the former is called a source value. At Line 5 of

Algorithm 2, CommAnalyzer calculates s which is a set of all the

source values over the slice of v being stored.

If such a value (v) does not exist in the Values set (i.e., new value),

CommAnalyzer adds the value-�ow chains between v and s to the

set of the program value-�ow chains (VAL FC) and updates the

Values set; otherwise, v is not unique and already exists in Values,
and the store instruction just replicates this value and writes it to

a new memory location. Usually, the value replication happens

when the dynamic slice does not contain any compute instruction

(e.g., direct load-store relation). Finally, CommAnalyzer updates

the shadow memory MemVal with the new value. In addition, at

the end of the program execution, CommAnalyzer performs the

same value-�ow chain detection for the return variables.

Figure 7 shows a simple example of the value-�ow chain detec-

tion. For brevity, the example shows the thin dynamic slice [44]

instead of the actual dynamic slice, i.e., it excludes the instructions

that manipulate the memory pointers. A�er CommAnalyzer gen-

erates the dynamic slice of the target store instruction (a), it uses

the shadow memory (b) to track the program values in the memory

locations, and then it detects the value-�ow in the dynamic slice.

Since the exact memory addresses are available in the dynamic

slice, CommAnalyzer inspects the shadow memory and records

that registers #4 and #11 have values V0 and V1, respectively. Next,

a new value is computed in register #12 using the values V0 and V1,

and the target store instruction writes this value to the memory.

Finally, CommAnalyzer adds the new value-�ow chain (V2, {V0,
V1}) in the set of the value-�ow chains VAL FC.

1
�e outgoing edges of circle nodes in Figure 7 correspond to data dependence edges.

4.2 Communication Cost Estimation
4.2.1 Value Communication Graph Formation. A�er the detec-

tion of the value-�ow chains between the input values, interme-

diate values, and output values, CommAnalyzer creates the value
communication graph VCG(V ,E), where V is a set of vertices that

represent the program values and E is a set of edges that represents

the value-�ow chains. �is is achieved by simply generating a

communication edge between the values in each value-�ow chain.

For example, at Line 5 of Algorithm 2, a connection edge is made

between v and every source value in s . VCG is a directed and

weighted graph, where the weight w of the communication edge

represents the number of times the sink (destination) value uses

the source value.

Value Graph Compression. CommAnalyzer makes use of the

value liveness [32] information VAL LIVE, which is generated

during the dynamic value analysis, to reduce the communication

graph size. An intermediate value is killed when it does not exist

in the registers or the program memory. CommAnalyzer coalesces

the vertices of the intermediate values that share the same memory

location at non-overlapping liveness intervals into a single vertex.

Such values are multiple exclusive updates to a single memory loca-

tion. Finally, a�er the graph compression, CommAnalyzer updates

the vertex and edge sets of the value communication graph.

Singleton Detection and Removal. �e singleton value ver-

tices appear in most scienti�c applications and are characterized

by extreme connectivity, i.e., massive number of incoming and/or

outgoing communication edges. Example of these values are the

simulation coe�cients, parameters, time steps, and error data. To

reduce the communication on distributed-memory architectures,

the singleton values should not be mapped to a speci�c compute

node. Instead, each compute node/process creates a local copy of

the singleton items and uses inter-process communication to ex-

change their values once per the simulation execution and/or the

simulation time step. In fact, automated singleton detection and

removal is well-known in large-scale circuit simulations [19, 46];

it reduces the overall communication by automatically detecting

and duplicating the power/clock circuit nodes in each process. Sim-

ilarly, CommAnalyzer adopts a threshold-based scoring approach

for the singleton detection, which is a simpli�ed variant of the

proximity-based outlier detection methods [23].
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Algorithm 3 Singleton Detection Algorithm

Input: VCG
Output: S VAL

1: S VAL = {}
2: HIGH = 90%

3: for each: vertex v ∈ VCG do
4: score← max( DensityS(VCG, v), DistanceS(VCG, v) )

5: if score ≥ HIGH then
6: S VAL = S VAL ∪ v
7: end if
8: end for

Algorithm 3 shows the high-level singleton detection algorithm

where the following de�nitions are used:

De�nition 4.2 (Value Degree Centroid). �e centroid is the mini-

mum of the mean and the median value degree over the VCG, where

the value degree of v is de�ned as the number of value vertices

adjacent to v in the VCG.

De�nition 4.3 (Value Degree Distance). �e degree distance of a

value d(v) is the distance between its degree and the centroid of the

value degree cluster.

For each value vertex in VCG, CommAnalyzer computes the

singleton score, which is the maximum of the density-based score

and the distance-based score. When the singleton score is high,

the value vertex is identi�ed as a singleton. �e density score of

a value v is estimated as the density of its row and column in the

value adjacency matrix, while the distance score is computed by

analyzing the value degree distribution of the VCG. If the degree

of v is larger than the degree centroid, the distance score of v is

computed as 1−(centroid/d(v)); otherwise, the distance score is zero.

�at is, the distance score estimates how positively far is v from

the centroid.

OnceCommAnalyzer identi�es the singleton vertices, it removes

them from the communication graph, and maps the remaining

values to the compute nodes using graph partitioning. Finally,

it creates a local copy of the singletons in each compute node,

and accounts for the singleton communication to project the total

communication cost.

4.2.2 Value Decomposition. To predict the minimum commu-

nication volume across the compute nodes, CommAnalyzer maps

the values to the compute nodes using a customized graph parti-

tioning algorithm. �e value mapping problem has three di�erent

optimization objectives: 1) maximizing the load balance which is

estimated as the weighted sum of the vertices in each compute

node, 2) minimizing the communication across the compute nodes

which is estimated as the weighted sum of the edge cuts, and 3)

generating connected value components in each compute node.

CommAnalyzer uses the multilevel partitioning heuristics [29] to

solve the value mapping problem in polynomial time, and then

generates VAL PMAP which maps each vertex in the value com-

munication graph to a speci�c compute node. Figure 8 shows a

simple example of the value decomposition using the graph clus-

tering and partitioning algorithms. Finally, CommAnalyzer maps

local copies of the singleton values to each compute node.

Figure 8: Value decomposition using graph clustering and
partitioning algorithms.

4.2.3 Communication Cost Estimation. Once the value commu-

nication graph is decomposed, CommAnalyzer is ready to estimate

the overall communication cost across the di�erent nodes using

the value-�ow chains and the obtained value decomposition infor-

mation.

Algorithm 4 Communication Estimation Algorithm

Input: VAL FC, VAL PMAP, S VAL
Output: COMM COST

1: commEdges← CommDetection(VAL FC, VAL PMAP)
2: commEdges← RedundantCommPruning(commEdges)
3: COMM MAT← CommMatGeneration(commEdges)
4: COMM MAT← SingletonComm(COMM MAT, S VAL)

5: COMM COST← TotalCost(COMM MAT)

Algorithm 4 shows the high level communication estimation

algorithm. Once the program values are mapped to the di�erent

compute nodes, all the value-�ow pairs with non-local values are

identi�ed as communication edges. �en, CommAnalyzer removes

the redundant communication, by pruning the communication

edges that carry the same value between the compute nodes, as

the destination (sink) node needs to read this value once and later

reuse the stored non-local values (See Figure 5). �e �nal set of

communication edges (a�er pruning) are used to update the corre-

sponding entries in the communication matrix COMM MAT. An

entry (i, j) in the communication matrix represents the amount

of the data transferred from the compute node i to j during the

program execution.

Next, CommAnalyzer accounts for the singleton communication

pa�erns to generate the �nal communication matrix. In particu-

lar, CommAnalyzer considers singleton values with only outgoing

communication edges as collective read communication (broadcast),

while singleton values with incoming and outgoing communication

edges are collective read/write communication (Allreduce). Finally,

CommAnalyzer estimates the communication cost as the overall

cost of the communication matrix.

4.3 Implementation
We implemented the proposed approach for communication cost

estimation on HPC clusters (explained above) using the LLVM
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Table 1: Target HPC benchmarks and applications

Application Description Input data

MatMul Traditional matrix matrix multiplication �ree matrices of size

2048X 2048

SPMV Sparse matrix vector multiplication with Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format Matrix of size 4096X 4096 and

16M nonzero elements

MiniGhost [7] Representative application of hydrodynamics simulation of solid materials in a Cartesian 3-D grid 3D Grid of 16,777K points

Heat2D [36] Canonical heat di�usion simulation in a homogeneous 2D space 2D Grid of 16,777K points

LULESH [28] �e DARPA UHPC hydrodynamics challenge problem for Lagrangian shock simulation on an

unstructured mesh

Mesh of 373 K elements

Figure 9: Measured vs. estimated communication cost of MatMul and SPMV benchmarks

compiler infrastructure [31]. CommAnalyzer uses the LLVM front-

ends to parse the sequential C and FORTRAN code and to transform

it to the LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR). �e main dynamic

analysis algorithm is implemented using the dynamic compiler LLI

and works on the static single assignment (SSA) form of the LLVM

IR. CommAnalyzer instruments the sequential IR and runs it using

the provided input data set to estimate its communication cost on

distributed-memory architectures.

5 CASE STUDIES
We illustrate the capabilities of CommAnalyzer using two bench-

marks and three real-world HPC applications. Table 1 presents the

applications considered in the case studies and the input data sets.

�e experiments use CommAnalyzer to analyze the sequential code

of the target benchmarks and applications, and show its accuracy

in comparison with the actual MPI+OpenMP implementations. �e

reported communication is for the core application kernels and

ignores the initialization/setup and debugging code, and we use

strong scaling where the total size of the working set is �xed on the

di�erent number of processes/nodes. �e applications use double-

precision �oating point data types; however, the analysis works

with any data type supported by LLVM.

�e test platform is a Linux cluster consists of 134 nodes, and

each node contains two Intel Xeon E5-2680v3 processors running

at 2.50 GHz. �e nodes are connected with an EDR In�niBand

interconnection network. �e platform uses batch queuing system

that limits the number of nodes per user to 32 nodes. �e test

system uses CentOS Linux 7 distribution, and the applications are

built using gcc 4.5 and OpenMPI 1.6.4. In the experiments, we

launch one MPI process per processor and one OpenMP thread per

core, and use the mpiP pro�ling tool [47] to measure the actual

communication.

Our main goal is to show the feasibility of characterizing the

inherent communication of sequential code with the value-�ow

chain (VFC) and identifying the values that need to be commu-

nicated when the code is ported to distributed-memory clusters

(commEdges), regardless of the underlying data structures (regular

or irregular). To show the accuracy of our proposed approach, we

choose the communication cost (total bytes communicated) as the

evaluation metric. While this metric is simple, it is important for

estimating the asymptotic scalability/e�ciency of a given program

on distributed-memory architectures, which is bounded by the total

work performed and the amount of data exchanged with di�erent

number of processes/nodes [15, 17].

5.1 Benchmarks
First, we evaluate the accuracy of CommAnalyzer using two canon-

ical regular and irregular workloads: MatMul and SPMV. MatMul is

a traditional matrix matrix multiplication. �e MPI implementation

of MatMul uses block-cyclic domain decomposition to distribute

the matrices over the processes using the two-dimensional process

topology. �e traditional 2-D algorithm for matrix multiplication

achieves linear communication scaling on distributed-memory ar-

chitectures. However, the communication avoiding algorithms

[26, 42] sustain higher performance, due to the sub-linear scaling

of the communication time, with the cost of redundant computa-

tion/memory and higher programming complexity.

SPMV is an iterative sparse matrix vector multiplication that

uses the compressed sparse row (CSR) format to store the input ma-

trix. SPMV is an irregular application with indirect memory access
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Figure 10: Measured vs. estimated communication cost of MiniGhost and Heat2D

pa�ern through multiple index arrays. To minimize the commu-

nication, the MPI implementation of SPMV uses one-dimensional

domain decomposition to distribute row blocks of the sparse matrix

and chunks of the RHS (input) and LHS (output) vectors. Each

process computes a chunk of the output vector using its row block

and the required elements of the RHS vector, which could exist

in other processes. �erefore, the communication cost depends

on the density of the input matrix. When the matrix is dense or

semi-dense, each process requires (np − 1) remote chunks of the

RHS, where np is the number of processes, to compute its part of

the LHS vector. Finally, the processes exchange the values of the

LHS vector using collective communication.

Figure 9 shows the estimated communication cost in comparison

with the actual communication for MatMul and SPMV. For the two

benchmarks, CommAnalyzer achieves 98% prediction accuracy on

average, and the maximum error is 7%. �e communication cost of

MatMul and SPMV scales linearly with the number of processes.

In SPMV, CommAnalyzer detected n singleton read/write items,

where n is the vector size (matrix dimension), corresponding to

the output vector. In addition, due to the density of the input ma-

trix, CommAnalyzer identi�ed n singleton read items which are the

input vector. CommAnalyzer accounts for the singleton commu-

nication as collective communication (e.g., broadcast, Allreduce/-

gather). Note, while the collective communication time usually

scales sub-linearly with the number of processes (Log np), the total

data transfer volume increases linearly.

5.2 MiniGhost and Heat2D
MiniGhost [6, 7] and Heat2D [36] are two regular HPC applications

that use the structured grids design pa�ern, where a physical space

is mapped to a Cartesian grid of points. Typically, the value of

the grid points represents a material state such as the temperature,

energy, and momentum.

MiniGhost is a representative Computational Fluid Dynamics

(CFD) application for three-dimensional hydrodynamics simulation

that models the �ow and dynamic deformation of solid materials.

Heat2D is a canonical heat transfer simulation that solves the Pois-

son partial di�erential equations of heat di�usion in a homogenous

two-dimensional space. �e two applications adopt the iterative

�nite-di�erence method with explicit time-stepping scheme to solve

the simulation equations. Figure 11 shows the 3D 7-point and 2D

5-point �nite-di�erence stencils used in MiniGhost and Heat2D,

respectively.

X

Y

Z

X

Y

2D 5-point stencil3D 7-point stencil

Figure 11: �e �nite di�erence stencils used in MiniGhost
and Heat2D

Typically, the distributed-memory implementation of structured

grids applications uses multi-dimensional domain decomposition

and process topology to partition the global grid into multiple sub-

grids, and to map each sub-grid to a speci�c process. To compute

the values of the sub-grids in each time step, the processes exchange

boundary elements (2-D faces and/or 1-D lines) with neighbors,

which is known as halo exchange. �erefore, the communication

volume depends on the surface area of the sub-grid boundaries

and the total number of sub-grids (processes). At the end of the

simulation, the value of the global grid is computed using collec-

tive communication (global reduction). In particular, MiniGhost

and Heat2D use three-dimensional and two-dimensional domain

decomposition/process topologies, respectively.

Figures 10 shows CommAnalyzer’s estimation of the commu-

nication cost per iteration in comparison with the actual commu-

nication for MiniGhost and Heat2D. �e results show that the

prediction accuracy of CommAnalyzer is 97% and 98% on average

for MiniGhost and Heat2D respectively, while the maximum er-

ror in both applications is 7%. �e communication cost increases

sub-linearly in the two applications which indicates the ability to

scale to a large number of nodes. Moreover, for the same grid

size, MiniGhost has an order-of-magnitude higher communication

cost than Heat2D, due to the larger surface area of the sub-grids

boundaries.
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5.3 LULESH
LULESH [28] is a Lagrangian shock hydrodynamics simulation, and

one of the �ve DARPA UHPC challenge problems. According to the

the DoD High Performance Computing Modernization Program

(HPCMP) O�ce [33], hydrodynamics simulation represents more

than 30% of the DoD and DoE workloads. LULESH solves the Se-

dov blast wave problem [39] in three-dimensional space using an

unstructured, hexa-hedral mesh. Each point in the mesh is a hexa-

hedron with a center element that represents the thermodynamic

variables (e.g., pressure and energy) and corner nodes that track the

kinematic variables (e.g., velocity and position); Figure 12 shows

the 3D view of a point in the mesh.

element
nodes

Figure 12: LULESH uses an unstructured, hexa-hedral mesh
with two centering.

In the Lagrangian hydrodynamics simulation, the mesh follows

the motion of the elements in the space and time. In particular,

LULESH uses an explicit time stepping scheme (Lagrange leapfrog

algorithm); in each time step, it advances the nodal variables, then

updates the element variables using the new values of the nodal

variables. To maintain the numerical stability, the next time step is

computed using the physical constrains on the time step increment

of all the mesh elements.

LULESH is a relatively large code with more than 40 computa-

tional kernels. It uses indirect memory access pa�ern via node and

element lists and multiple-levels of workspace data structures. �e

MPI implementation of LULESH uses both cube process topology

and domain decomposition (e.g., 3X3X3 topology) to distribute the

mesh over the available processes, where each process can commu-

nicate with up to twenty-six neighbors. In each time step, there

are three main communication operations. First, the processes ex-

change the node centered boundaries for the positions, acceleration,

and force values of the mesh nodes. Second, they communicate the

element centered boundaries for the velocity gradients. �ird, a

global collective communication is used to compute the next time

step based on the physical constraints of all the mesh elements. In

particular, the MPI implementation of LULESH has three di�erent

communication pa�erns: 3-D nearest neighbor, 3-D sweep, and

collective broadcast and reduction [38].

Figure 13: Measured vs. estimated communication cost of
LULESH

Table 2: Summary of the results

Application Avg. Accuracy Max Error %
Benchmarks 98% 7%

MiniGhost 97% 7%

Heat2D 98% 4%

LULESH 95% 7%

Figures 13 describes the estimated and the actual communication

costs for LULESH. In comparison with the actual communication,

the prediction accuracy of CommAnalyzer is 95% on average while

the maximum error is 7%. LULESH shows a good strong scaling

trend; in particular, the communication cost increases by approxi-

mately a factor of 2 and 1.5, when the number of processes increases

from 8 to 27 and from 27 to 64, respectively.

5.4 Summary
Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. �e case studies

demonstrate that CommAnalyzer achieves more than 95% predic-

tion accuracy on average while the maximum error is less than

8%. �e experiments represent the e�cacy of CommAnalyzer for

regular, irregular, and unstructured problems that have di�erent

communication pa�erns such as 2-D/3-D nearest neighbor, 3-D

sweep/wavefront, 2-D broadcast, and collective broadcast/reduc-

tion communication.

6 RELATEDWORK
�is section �rst discusses the prior work on communication cost

estimation from sequential code, and then explains how the pro-

posed approach (CommAnalyzer) integrates with the orthogonal

performance modeling and prediction approaches for distributed-

memory architectures to advance the state of the art in this �eld.

6.1 Communication Cost Estimation
Several approaches have been proposed for communication cost

estimation from sequential code to enable the automatic code gener-

ation for distributed-memory platforms [18, 22, 48]. �e FORTRAN-

D compiler [22] uses static data dependence analysis to detect the

communication between the di�erent sections of the data array,

which is partitioned according to a user-speci�ed decomposition

technique. However, this approach su�ers from communication

overestimation, and it is limited to regular applications.

�e SUIF compiler [48] solves the communication overestima-

tion problem using exact static data-�ow analysis, but it is only

applicable to a�ne loop nests with regular memory access pa�ern.

In contrast, CommAnalyzer predicts the communication between

the program values regardless of the underlying data structures

and without any user-speci�ed decomposition techniques using

a combination of novel dynamic analysis techniques and graph

algorithms. �us, CommAnalyzer is applicable to a wide range of

regular and irregular applications.

While the above approaches estimate the communication cost us-

ing the SPMD execution mode (owner-computes), Bondhugula [8]

presents a polyhedral framework to estimate the communication

when there is no �xed data ownership, i.e. the data moves between
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compute nodes according to the distribution of the computations

and the data dependences. However, this approach is limited to

regular applications with a�ne loop nests as well. Although the

SPMD execution model is by far the dominant approach on HPC

clusters, it would be interesting to extend our novel techniques to

other execution models, where the data ownership is passed among

the compute nodes.

6.2 Performance Prediction on HPC Clusters
�ere is a large body of prior work for performance modeling and

prediction on distributed-memory architectures. Analytical per-

formance modeling approaches provide useful insights into the

application performance by modeling the interactions between the

HPC platform and the application. However, they require tedious

manual analysis of the target applications, hardware architectures,

and interconnection networks to estimate the communication time

and the overall performance. �e LogP model family, e.g., LogP [12]

and LogGP [3], contain several high-level analytical models that

predict the communication time and the performance of MPI ap-

plications using a few parameters that abstract the application

characteristics and hardware details.

ASPEN [43] is a modeling language for describing and develop-

ing formal application/machine models to explore the algorithm

and architecture design options. PALM [45] simpli�es the per-

formance modeling process by providing a modeling annotation

language to support the generation of standard analytical models

from the annotated MPI source code. Snavely et al. [41] provide a

performance prediction framework that automatically generates

and evaluates analytical models for the application performance.

�ese models are generated using the communication and memory

traces of the MPI application and the abstract machine pro�les.

Distributed-memory simulators, such as LogGOPSim [24] and

DIMEMAS [37], incorporate detailed network and architecture

models to estimate the communication time and the application

performance. However, they require the MPI parallel implemen-

tation to pro�le the communication operations and generate the

application trace. MUSA [16] adopts a multi-level simulation ap-

proach with di�erent levels of hardware details, simulation cost,

and simulation accuracy. In addition, it identi�es and simulates

representative application phases to reduce the overall simulation

time.

�e scalability analysis tools [5, 9, 11, 50] project the performance

and the scaling behavior of a given MPI implementation at mas-

sive scale based on experiments on a small-scale platform. Usually,

these tools extract the communication, computation, and/or mem-

ory traces of the MPI application using dynamic instrumentation

and pro�ling of small-scale executions. �erefore, they require the

distributed parallel implementations and at least a single node of the

target cluster to predict the performance on multiple nodes. TAU

[40] and HPC toolkit [1] are integrated frameworks for portable

performance analysis, pro�ling, and visualization. Similar to scala-

bility analysis tools, their main goal is to simplify the performance

analysis and diagnosis of the existing MPI code, rather than estimat-

ing the potential performance at large scale before investing e�ort

and time in developing the MPI implementation of the original

applications.

Identifying the communication pa�erns of HPC applications is

helpful in the design space exploration of both the system archi-

tectures and parallel algorithms. Several tools [30, 38] have been

proposed for the detection of the MPI communication pa�ern by

�nding a match between the actual inter-process communication

and a set of known communication templates/pa�erns. Usually,

these tools instrument the MPI implementation to capture the inter-

process communication and generate the communication matrix

across the MPI processes, and then they recognize the existing

communication pa�ern in the communication matrix. In particular,

AChax [38] can identify multiple communication pa�erns (such as

nearest neighbor, sweep/wavefront, broadcast, and reduction) in

the communication matrix and generate a parametrized communi-

cation model for the actual communication based on a combination

of the detected communication pa�erns.

CommAnalyzer advances the current state of the art by automat-

ically estimating the communication cost from the sequential code

rather than the MPI implementation. As such, it enables the above

performance prediction, scalability analysis, and communication

pa�ern detection tools to support a wide range of application, algo-

rithm, and system developers/designers. In particular, we expect

that CommAnalyzer integrates well with existing scalability analy-

sis tools to project the performance at large scale using small-scale

analysis and pro�ling runs of the sequential code rather than the

MPI code.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel tool to detect the inherent com-

munication pa�ern of the sequential code regardless of the underly-

ing data structures, and to predict the communication cost of such

code when executed on multiple compute nodes using the SPMD

execution model. We implemented CommAnalyzer in the LLVM

compiler framework and used novel dynamic analysis and graph

partitioning algorithms to estimate the minimum communication

volume on distributed-memory architectures. �e experiments

demonstrate the e�cacy of CommAnalyzer for regular, irregular,

and unstructured problems with di�erent communication pa�erns.

�e results show that CommAnalyzer is highly accurate in estimat-

ing the communication cost on HPC clusters across two bench-

marks and three real-world applications. It achieved more than 95%

prediction accuracy on average while the maximum error is less

than 8%.

CommAnalyzer not only helps the users to project the commu-

nication cost of MPI applications before even developing one, but

also enables the application and system designers to explore the

algorithm-architecture design space at the early stages of the de-

velopment process. �ere remain many opportunities to expand

on the proposed tool. Integrating CommAnalyzer with existing

scalability analysis tools allows the users to project the large-scale

performance of their applications using small-scale experiments

with the sequential code rather than the MPI code. In addition,

it enables the estimation of the optimal number of the required

compute nodes for each application to achieve high HPC system uti-

lization. Moreover, CommAnalyzer is a perfect candidate to drive a

communication-aware workload distribution scheme to e�ciently

utilize the available compute resources across HPC nodes [20].
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